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1. Introduction and preliminaries. Let p be a continuous complex func-

tion of two real variables on the interval /= [a, b]. Let C be the Banach space

of continuous complex functions on [a, b] with the norm

11/11.= l.u.b.   |/«) |,

and B the dual space of C. B can be interpreted as the space of all complex

Radon measures on [a, b], where the measure p. acts on the function / to

give ff(t)du(t) (all integrals are taken on [a, b] unless otherwise stated), and

the dual norm on B can be interpreted as \\\u\\\ = total variation of p.. A con-

tinuous operator 7? from B to C is defined by Rp(t) =fp(t, s)du(s). We shall

assume that p is positive-definite, in the sense that ffp(s, t)dp(s)dp(t)>0 for all

nonzero p, in B.

Let 77 be Li[a, b] and let 5 be the restriction of 7? to those measures of

the form dm = h(s)ds, hGH. The function p may also be interpreted as the

covariance function of a Gaussian process defined with respect to: the proba-

bility space ft of all complex functions on /, the Borel field generated by finite

dimensional cylinder sets, and a measure P induced by p upon the latter. If

p satisfies certain mild differentiability conditions (Loeve, [4]; Doob, [2]),

the outer measure P* of C in ft is unity, and both the measure and the sto-

chastic process may be considered as defined on C. Thus the functions of C

may be considered as elements of a probability space. Statistical estimation

theory has been applied to them (Grenander, [3]; Slepian, [5]). If one takes

the values of such a function/(i) at a finite sequence a of points t\<tl< ■ ■ ■

<<£(„) in /, and forms the expression

/(/) - ii/(£)*'(/) - e x;/>(<;, k)a:(f)d3(f),
j-i y-i   *=i

where the a° are defined by

nOO

f(tl) = E P(fc, foa'iff),
y=i

(existence and uniqueness being a consequence of the positive-definiteness of

p), then one has an essential component of an n(o-)-dimensional approxima-
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tion to the "maximum-likelihood ratio" which one might wish to consider

in estimating some parameter of the process.

Now from other considerations (Grenander, [3, pp. 221-222]) one can

show that the set of functions /for which the p'(f) remain bounded as cr is re-

fined, is of F-measure zero. It is, however, of interest to characterize these

functions analytically. We shall see that they are precisely the range of

S1'2 (Theorem 1).

We also shall investigate the range of R, that is, the collection of those

/in C for which the equation Rp=f has a solution in B. Now, a simple neces-

sary and sufficient condition that/be in the range of 5 is that

E —— <«,
n-l        An

where the X„ are the eigenvalues of 5 (with proper multiplicity), i.e., Xncpn(t)

= fp(t, s)cpn(s)ds for some cpn in H, and the /„ are the Fourier coefficients

fn=ff(s)<}n(s)ds with respect to a complete orthonormal set of eigenfunctions

of 5. (The special role played by Lebesgue measure on / could be played

equally well by any Radon measure whose support is the entire interval J;

but if this measure is nonatomic, then a homeomorphism of J will transform

us back to the case of Lebesgue measure again.)

Of course, there is a necessary and sufficient condition for/ to be in the

range of R, due to Hahn and Banach [l ]: that there exist an M>0 such that

n n

E f(lk)Vk   ^ M max   E p(1> k)f* ,
k-i i&J    t-i I

where the integer re and the complex numbers 771, »;*,•••, ij„ are arbitrary.

For many purposes, however, such criteria as the above are difficult to

apply. In what follows, we approach the question otherwise: by examining

the operators Sil2 and R112.

More notation: we shall write || || for the mean-square norm in H. It is

well known that 5 is a completely continuous, positive-definite operator on

H. We note also that each eigenfunction is continuous, as is clear from the

equation

K<l>n(t) f   I  p(l, s)cbn(s)ds;

and Mercer's theorem tells us that E» ~^n<t>n(s)$n(t) converges uniformly to

p(s, t) (all sums are to run from 1 to « unless otherwise indicated). The

eigenfunctions are complete in H. Furthermore, their linear combinations

are uniformly dense in C. For suppose this were not the case; then, by the

Hahn-Banach theorem there would be some nonzero p in B with fcpn(t)dp(t)

= 0 for all re. But then
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J J   P(S, t)dp.(s)dp(t)   =JJ      E \n<t>n(s)$n(t)dp.(s)dp,(t)

= E A" I  I <t>n(s)$n(f)dp(s)dp(f)

=   E*n    J    <t>n(s)dp.(S)   2=   0,

contradicting the positive-definiteness assumption.

2. Convergence of approximating quadratic forms. We define x(t), for

at^t^b, as the element zZ» $n(t)(\n)ll24>n in 7/ (x(0 is, for each t, a function

on [a, b]); a legitimate definition, since zZ* \^n(t)Q^n)U2\2 is finite, and, in

fact, is just p(t, t). Then clearly (x(s), x(t))=p(t, s). Furthermore, the x(t)

span H; for x(t)d>n(t) is a continuous function from [a, b] to 77, and if we

take its Bochner integral, we get

\    X(t)<pn(t)dl =    f    £  (\m)ll2$m(t)<t>m<Pn(t)dl
J J        m

=   E(U1/20n, J $m(t)<t>n(i)dt  =   (A„)l/V„.

We consider the p"(/) of §1:

/(/) = E/(M/) =  E   E p(& ll)al(f)d'if)-
y-i y-i   *-i

Then p"(/) is clearly ^0; let p(/) be the l.u.b. (possibly infinite) of all pf(f).

K" is defined as the subspace of H spanned by x(t{), ■ ■ ■ , x(%M), and

x"(f) is defined as zZf-l a'U)x(t'). Notice that p/(/) is precisely ||x"(/)||2.

Lemma 1. // c<Ct, then the projection of xT(f) on K" is x"(f).

Proof. We need only show that xT(f) —xf(f) is orthogonal to K". Now since

o<£j, there is for each j from 1 to n(<r) some k(j) between 1 and n(r) with

lj-=trm. Then

n(r) n(ff)

(/(/) - x°(f), x(lj)) =  zZ al(f)p(tj, &) -   E«*(/)p('"» h)
h-l 1=1

n(r) n(<r)

= E Ok(f)p(ku), Ik) - E oi(f)p(ti, h)
k=l 1-1

=/(4o-)) -/(<') = 0.

For g in 77,

Sll2g(t)  =   E (An)1/2(g, *,)*.«).

n
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Lemma 2. For any g in H, the expansion for Slt2g in terms of the <pn is uni-

formly convergent, and S112 is a continuous map: H—+C.

Proof.

E W*(g, 0«)0»(O N   (   E   A„| *»(0 |2)(   E    |   (g,   <Pn) |2),
n=nQ \ n=no /   \  n*=nQ /

by the Schwartz inequality.

00

Ea»I*»WMpCU),
n=no

so the product goes to zero as re increases, uniformly with respect to t. Further,

E (An)1/2(g, *.)*.(')       ̂    E ^ | <Pn(t) \ * E   I  (i, 4>n)2 \
n n n

— p(1> OlUIr —> 0 uniformly in / as ||g|| —» 0.

Theorem 1. 7/<r«r, then p"(f) ^pr(f). Furthermore p(f) is finite if and only

iff=S1/2gfor some gEH; and in this event, p(f) = ||g||2.

Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 1, since cr^Cr implies

K<<K*, so thatM'(/Hk(/)|Nlk(/)||2=MT(/).
Next suppose/=51'2g for some g in H. Then (/, 0„) = (X»)l/2(g, 0„). Let

7n = (g,  00.   Then   (g,   X(t)) = (E»7»</>»,    E»^»(O(Xn)"20n)= En (/,  0,)0.(O-
The map t—*x(t) is continuous from [a, b] to H; therefore (g, x(t)) is con-

tinuous in t. But the equality just derived shows that it equals f(t) almost

everywhere; therefore, since/is continuous, (g, x(t))=f(t) for all / in [a, b].

Then, denoting by P, the projection operator from H onto K", we get

(F,g, x(t])) = (g, x(t]))=f(t]) = (x'(f), x(fj)), so that P,g = x°(f), and p'(f)
= ||x"(/)||2 = ||P,g||2^||g||2. In fact, /*(/)= |UIK because U„ K° is dense in H,

so that, as a gets finer and finer, P„ converges strongly to the identity oper-

ator in H, and therefore HF^xH2—>[|x|[2.

On the other hand, suppose p(f) is finite. Then Hx'^f)!!2 is bounded, so

that, by the weak compactness of a sphere in Hilbert space, there is some g

in H and some cofinal sequence {cra} such that x"<»(/) converges weakly to g.

Then, for any y in K", we have

(P-g, y) = d, y) = lim (*"■(/), y)
a

= lim (F,x'«(f), y) = lim (x'(/), y) = (x°(f), y), so that P.g = **(/).
a a

Now denote by t* the closest point of <r to t. Then

I (*m *(0) - f(t) I ^ I (**(/), x(f)) - f(r) i
+ Ike/Ik*-) - *wll + \f(t°)-f(t)\.
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f(t"")-+f(t) as a increases, and similarly x(F)—*x(t). ||x*(/)|| is bounded by

(p(/))"2. And (x'(f), x(t')) is precisely f(f). Therefore (g, x(t))=f(t). But

write g in the form zZn-i Yn<pn- Then

(«, *W)   =   (  E yn<)>n,     E ^-WiXm)1"*-)   =   E Tn(An)1/20n«.

Thus, we have/=S1/2g. Alternately phrased, m(/) < °° if and only if

^ K/,^)l2 .
L.-< °°.

n «n

Remark 1. Considering/ now as an element of a probability space C, we

may interpret >pn(f) =X„"1/2(/, <£„) = XB"1/2/„ as random variables, which are

easily seen to be Gaussian. Furthermore,

Al1/2A^1/2 f fn'fmdP(f) = a;'/2a;1/2 f a-5 f dt<pn(s)$m(t)  f f(s)'f(t)dP(f)
Jc J j    Jj Jc

-i/2 -i/2 r    r
=   A»       Am \    A*   \    dlp(t, S)<bn(s)$m(t)   =  8mn.

Thus the yj/n(f) are uncorrelated, and, since Gaussian, therefore independent.

They all have variance equal to unity. By the standard convergence theorems

it is then easy to conclude the fact mentioned in §1, namely, that the set of

/ for which zZ" | ̂ n(f) |2 < °° is a set of zero probability.

Remark 2. We are also in a position to say something about the depend-

ence of u(f) upon the interval /. In fact, let /' be any subinterval of / with

nonempty interior; define eigenvalues and eigenfunctions

Antfn (t)   =    f   p(t, s)qbH (S)ds, t G J'
J J'

and let p.r(/) be defined by restricting a to /'. Then we have

Theorem 2. nj-(f) ^p(/); so that if p,(f) < « then also ptj>(f) < «> and hence

^   l(/,<K')'l2
E —-,— < °°,

n An

where

(/,</>»')' =   f f(t)M(l)dt.
J j'

Proof. The first statement follows from Lemma 1; the second, by con-

sidering the arguments for Theorem 1 rephrased in terms of L2(J').

Remark 3. If Kt is the closed linear manifold in 7/ spanned by the x(s),
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a^s^t^b, and if irt is the projection onto Kt, then Pia,t\(f) =|p<g||2i where

f=SU2g, gEH. The irt form a resolution of the identity operator on H, and

||x((g)|| is a left-continuous (and, of course, monotonic nondecreasing) func-

tion of t. That it is continuous on the left for each t in J follows from the

continuity of p: firstly, for s^so, ||tsx(so)|] is constant; and as 5 f sQ, \\irsx(so)\\

j ||ir,0x(5o)||, since

I f>(so, s) |   =  | (x(s0), x(s)) |   =  | (ir.x(s0), x(s)) \

^ ||x.*(5„)||||*(*)|| g ||*(*.)||||*«||

and the extreme members of the above chain both approach ||x(s0)||2 as

s | So- Let now g be any element in H. Given e>0, one can find a finite linear

combination Ei^C5*) with a^Si^so such that || E" a>*(5») — 'Tso&'II <£/2-

If one then picks 5 so small that ||ir,x($i)— 7r80x(sj)|| < [Ela<l-1]€/2 for

\s — So\ <8 and for each i=l, 2, • • ■ , re; one can insure that ||(7r„ —7rso)irSog||

= ||irsg— '"''oiW <e> and thus show the left-continuity of ||irsg|| at sq.

Remark 4. If p' is another kernel satisfying the same assumptions as p,

S' the corresponding operator on H, and p'"(f) the corresponding approximat-

ing sums, and if it happens that S' ^ cS for some constant c>0, then bounded-

ness of the p'(f) tor any particular/ implies boundedness of the p'°(f). For

example, let

e*<-'-'->dF(\)
-oo

and

/oo
e««-»<ZF'(X), dF' ^ cdF.

-00

The truth of the remark follows from the next lemma.

Lemma 3. Let A, B be bounded operators on H, c a positive constant, and

A^cBzzO. Then the range of A1/2 contains that of BU2.

Proof. Define T0 from the range of A1'2 to that of B1'2 by T0(All2x)

= BU2x. Since c2||.B1/2x||2^||.<41/2x||2, this definition makes sense, and, in fact,

F0 is bounded by c~l. T0 can therefore be extended to a bounded operator T

on all of H. Now, TA1i2 = B1'2, so Al'2T*=B1l2, and the range of A1'2 clearly

contains that of B112.

3. The operator R112. One can define a square root for R, as follows: given

M in B, let 7» = W1,!/^W^(s). Then

E   I  Tn|2  =   E An j j Us)<Pn(t)du(s)dH(t)   = ff P(t,  s)dp(s)dp(t),

and we define Rl,2p to be the element E» 7n0» m H. So Fl/2 is a linear map

from B to H. Let F0 denote the unit sphere of B.
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Lemma 4. 7? is continuous from B0 in the weak topology to C in the norm

topology (and hence also from B in the norm topology to C in the norm topology).

Proof. If p„ is weakly convergent to p., and ua, p.GB0, then pa —pG2730 and

pa— p converges weakly to zero. So it will suffice to consider the case where

Pa£730 and pa converges weakly to zero.

/no I     /»
p(s, t)dna(t)   :g \\Z Xn|W|J  I  $n(t)dna(t)

n=l I J

If* 00
I E     *n<t>n(s)$n(t)dp.a(t)    ■

J      n-n0+l

By choosing n0 large, we can make

00

E     K<Pn(s)$n(t)      <  i/2,
n—no+1

so that

/no /»
p(s, t)dp.a(l)   £ zZ X»||^||.      $n(t)dpa(t) + e/2|||pa||| .

n=l •/

Then, for sufficiently large a, we have

no |     /»

EX.||*»|U    I Mt)dna(t)    <e/2,
n—1 I ̂

so that |/p(5, 0^/*a(0| <e f°r sucn a-

Theorem 3. 7?l/2 is continuous from B0 in the weak topology to H in the

norm topology (and hence also from B in the norm topology to H in the norm

topology). The equality

(h,Ri'2u) = f Sl'2h(s)dp(s)

holds for all hGH and p£73. If d„ is of the form gds with g in 77, then Sll2g
= 7?"2p. And finally, SP'RW-RWRW-R.

Proof. As in proving Lemma 4, it suffices in the continuity proof to show

that if aa converges weakly to 0 while |||pa||| remains bounded by 1, then

7?1/2pa converges in norm to zero. Now,

\\Rll2»a\\2   =   E*n|    f$n(s)dua(s)\

"0 I    /» I 2 /*  /* °°

=    EAn       I    $*(s)dUa(s)\      +    M \\Z      K$n(s)<t>n(t)dp.(s)dji(t),
n—1 \J J   J       n—n0+l
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and, proceeding as in Lemma 4, we get this small by first choosing re0 large

and then choosing a large.

The equality (h, Rll2p) =fSll2h(s)dfi(s) can be seen as follows: in Lemma 2

it was pointed out that E» (An)1/2(&, cpn)cpn(t) converges uniformly. Then

/E» (An)1/2(&, <pn)<Pn(s)dp(s) = E» 7n(&, 0n), where F1/2/x= zZynfPn; this is the

desired result.

If dp = gdt, then (S"2g, cpn) = (\nyi2fcln(s)g(s)ds, but also (Fl'V, 0„)

= (\n)il2Un(s)dp(s), so that 51'2g = F1'2M.

To see that 51'2Fl'2 = F: first, observe that 51'2F1'2|H = 5I'25,/2|iI = 5

= F| iaT. Now, by Lemma 2 and the first part of this theorem, Sll2R112 is con-

tinuous from BQ in the weak topology to C in the norm topology. Lemma 4

asserts the same for R. Finally, HC\B0 is weakly dense in BQ, since in par-

ticular the finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of Borel

sets are so. Therefore S1/2F1/2 and F agree on F0, and hence on all of B.

Corollary. i//=S1/2g, gEH, and also f=Rp, pEB, then ff(s)dp(s)

= lkll2-
Theorem 4. The range of R is a proper subset of the range of 51/2.

Proof. That it is a subset is clear from the equality Sll2Rll2 = R. To see

that it is a proper subset: the image under R112 of B0 is a compact subset of H,

since B0 is weakly compact. Now, the range of R is the image under 5,/2 of

the range of F1/2. Since 51/2 has no nullspace, its range would thus equal that

of F only if the range of F1/2 were all of H. But R1,2(Bo) is compact in H,

hence nowhere dense. Then U»_i (F0)1/2(reF0) is a first category set in H, and

certainly not all of H.
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